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Body-Centered Cubic Iron-Nickel
Alloy in Earth’s Core
L. Dubrovinsky,1 N. Dubrovinskaia,2 O. Narygina,1 I. Kantor,1 A. Kuznetzov,3 V. B. Prakapenka,3
L. Vitos,4,5,6 B. Johansson,4,5 A. S. Mikhaylushkin,6,7 S. I. Simak,7 I. A. Abrikosov7
Cosmochemical, geochemical, and geophysical studies provide evidence that Earth’s core contains
iron with substantial (5 to 15%) amounts of nickel. The iron-nickel alloy Fe0.9Ni0.1 has been
studied in situ by means of angle-dispersive x-ray diffraction in internally heated diamond anvil
cells (DACs), and its resistance has been measured as a function of pressure and temperature. At
pressures above 225 gigapascals and temperatures over 3400 kelvin, Fe0.9Ni0.1 adopts a bodycentered cubic structure. Our experimental and theoretical results not only support the
interpretation of shockwave data on pure iron as showing a solid-solid phase transition above
about 200 gigapascals, but also suggest that iron alloys with geochemically reasonable
compositions (that is, with substantial nickel, sulfur, or silicon content) adopt the bcc structure in
Earth’s inner core.
ince the discovery of Earth’s core about a
century ago, the idea that Fe is the dominant component of the core has gained firm
support from geochemical observations, seismic
data, the theory of geomagnetism, and highpressure studies. Strong support for the idea of Fe
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in the core comes from a reasonably close match
between seismologically inferred sound velocities and the density of the core and the measured
experimental values for Fe affected by shock and
static compression (1–9). Recent experiments
and theoretical calculations proposed the bodycentered cubic (bcc) phase as being stable at the
conditions of Earth’s core (6, 7, 10, 11). Cosmochemical data and studies of iron meteorites
provide evidence that Earth’s core contains substantial (5 to 15%) amounts of Ni (8, 9). Although the study of pure Fe at multimegabar
pressures has drawn considerable attention and
provided rich experimental data, knowledge about
the behavior and properties of Fe-Ni alloys at the
conditions of Earth’s core is still limited.
Even relatively small amounts of additional
components can substantially affect the phase
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relations and thermophysical properties of Fe
alloys (10–13). At ambient pressure, Fe-Ni
alloys with up to 25 atomic % (at %) of Ni
have bcc structure, whereas higher Ni contents
promote crystallization of the face-centered
cubic (fcc)–structured phase. The compression
of bcc-structured alloys at ambient temperature
results in their transformation to the hexagonal
closed-packed (hcp) phase at pressures between
7 and 14 GPa (10–14) (depending on the composition and conditions of experiments). No
further transformations were observed on compression of a Fe0.8Ni0.2 alloy up to a pressure of
260 GPa (1). The density of Fe0.8Ni0.2 when
extrapolated to the pressure of Earth’s center
(360 GPa) is 14.35 g/cm3, which is close to the
density of pure hcp Fe (14.08 g/cm3) (1, 5).
However, the presence of Ni substantially affects phase relations in the Fe-Ni system at high
temperatures and pressures (10, 14, 15). Although the slope of the hcp-fcc phase boundary
for pure Fe is 35 to 40 K/GPa (4, 5, 16), there
are indications that the phase boundaries of
Fe-Ni alloys with 10 to 30% Ni might have
much lower slopes (13–15) (15 to 25 K/GPa).
Therefore, the understanding and interpretation
of properties of Earth’s core [such as the amount
of light elements, seismic anisotropy, fine-scale
heterogeneity, and super-rotation (17–20)]
require detailed studies of the Fe-Ni system at
high pressures and temperatures.
An Fe-Ni alloy with 9.8(1) at % of Ni was
prepared from metallic rods by arc melting of appropriate amounts of Fe (99.999% purity) and Ni
(99.999% purity) in an arc furnace in a pure Ar
atmosphere. The sample was homogenized in vacuum at 900°C for 150 hours (12). In some runs, a
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natural Fe-7.6%Ni alloy from the Mundrabilla
meteorite (21) was used as a starting material.
The chemical composition and homogeneity of
the starting materials and those treated at highpressure high-temperature conditions were
checked by microprobe (SX-50) and scanning
electron microscope (LEO-1500) analysis.
In four runs out of dozens of experiments
we conducted on Fe-Ni alloys, pressures over
200 GPa were reached (Fig. 1). Three experiments (two on the synthetic Fe0.9Ni0.1 alloy and
one on the meteorite material) used an internal
wire-heating technique (22). In these experiments,
we used ferropericlase Mg0.87Fe0.13O (which is
stable and does not react with the Fe-Ni alloy at
high pressure and temperature, at least to the
melting point) as a thermal and electrical
insulator. A thin layer (about 2 mm thick, 5 mm
wide, and 10 mm long) of the probed alloy was

attached to Fe electrodes. While slowly increasing
the electrical current passing through Fe-Ni foil,
we heated the sample and measured the temperature spectroradiometrically (22, 23). Pressure
was determined from the Raman signal of a
diamond tip (24), and thermal pressure was added
based on the thermal equation of state (TEoS) of
Fe (5) (assuming a constant volume of Fe). At
pressures above ~230 GPa, we observed reversible discontinuous behavior of resistance as a
function of temperature in the temperature
interval from 3300 to 3400 K (Fig. 2). The jump
in the resistance cannot be associated with
melting (because at melting the electrical connection would be broken abruptly) or with chemical
reactions [two out of three samples were
quenched to ambient conditions and tested with
x-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscopy (SEM); no sign of chemical reactions was
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found]. This suggests that the anomaly in the
resistance of the Fe-Ni alloy at pressures above
200 GPa and at high temperatures can be
associated with a phase transition. In order to
verify the nature of this transition, we performed
x-ray diffraction experiments with in situ laser
heating.
In experiments at pressures above 150 GPa
with in situ x-ray diffraction, a double-sided
near-infrared laser heating system at the
GeoSoilEnviroCARS research facility at the
Advanced Photon Source was used (15, 22, 23).
The size of the laser beam varied from 20 to 30
mm in diameter, with a temperature variation of
±100 K within the beam at temperatures on the
order of 3000 K. Heating duration in different
experiments was from 10 to 30 min. Temperature
was measured by means of multiwavelength
spectroradiometry. The high-resolution angledispersive x-ray diffraction experiments were
performed with 0.3344 Å radiation with a beam
size of 5 × 5 mm and a charge-coupled radiation
detector. The collected images were integrated in
order to obtain conventional diffraction spectra
and were processed with the GSAS package
(22, 23). In experiments above 100 GPa, we used
double-beveled diamonds with culets of 60 or 50
mm installed in a four-pin opposite-plate diamond anvil cell (DAC). Initial holes 40 to 45
mm in diameter were made, and thin (about 3 mm
thick) foil of the synthetic Fe0.9Ni0.1 alloy was
loaded between two layers of single crystals of
ferropericlase Mg0.87Fe0.13O in a He atmosphere.
Pressure was determined from the equation of
state of Mg0.87Fe0.13O, which is based on the
periclase pressure scale.
On compression to a pressure of ~10 GPa at
ambient temperature, the initially bcc-structured
Fe0.9Ni0.1 alloy started to transform into an hcp
phase, similarly to pure Fe or other Fe-Ni alloys
with low Ni content (1, 5, 13–15). Upon heating
(electrical or laser) the hcp phase transformed (at
first partially, and at higher temperatures completely) into the fcc structure (Fig. 1). The fcc
phase can easily be temperature-quenched (15),
and upon compression at ambient temperature it
can be observed up to pressures over 200 GPa.
However, the highest pressure and temperature
at which we observed fcc Fe0.9Ni0.1 (together
with the hcp phase) in situ were 132 (±10) GPa
and 3100 (±100) K (Fig. 1) (25). Overall, our
data on the hcp-fcc phase boundary of the
Fe0.9Ni0.1 alloy are in reasonable agreement
with the results reported by Lin et al. (10) (Fig. 1)
[especially taking into account the difference in
pressure standards used: NaCl by Lin et al. (10)
and periclase in the present work].
When the hcp Fe0.9Ni0.1 phase was heated at
pressures above 200 GPa, it persisted at least up
to 2900 K (Fig. 3A). At a pressure of 225 (±10)
GPa and temperature of 3400 (±100) K, we observed a complete transformation of the Fe0.9Ni0.1
alloy into the bcc phase (Fig. 3B). This structural
transition took place at pressures and temperatures
close to the conditions at which the discontinuity
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in the resistance has been observed (Figs. 1 and 2).
At temperature decrease, the bcc phase completely
transformed back to the hcp-structured alloy
(Figs. 1 and 3C). On decompression the diamonds failed, but the sample was recovered and
its diffraction pattern, as well as the results of
examination of the material using SEM, did not
reveal any sign of a chemical reaction between
the Fe-Ni alloy and ferropericlase or diamond.
The existence of a very-high-pressure bcc
phase of pure Fe was proposed long ago (26, 27),
but no definitive proof has been obtained so
far. We found the hcp-to-bcc phase transition in
the Fe0.9Ni0.1 alloy at conditions reasonably
close to those inferred by Brown and McQueen
(26) and Brown (27) [202 (±2) GPa and 4400
(±300) K] for Fe [the expected (27) changes in
densities of ~0.7% are also close to those we
observed]. This not only supports the interpretation of Brown and McQueen’s (26) shockwave
data as a solid-solid phase transition along the
Hugoniout (6, 27) but also suggests that Fe alloys
with geochemically reasonable compositions
[that is, with substantial Ni, S, or Si content (7)]
adopt the bcc structure. Indeed, our experiments
indicate that the hcp-to-bcc phase transition in
Fe0.9Ni0.1 alloy occurs at somewhat lower

temperature as compared to the conditions at
which the transition in pure Fe was observed
(26, 27), suggesting that Ni stabilizes the bcc
phase in alloys as compared to pure Fe.
In order to understand the effect of Ni on the
relative stability of the bcc phase versus the hcp
phase in Fe-Ni alloys at high pressure, we
carried out first-principles electronic structure
calculations (25). It turns out that in the (quasi)harmonic approximation, bcc Fe-Ni alloys are
dynamically unstable at high pressure, similar to
the case of pure bcc Fe (7) (fig. S3). In particular, for Fe0.9Ni0.1 we found that the tetragonal elastic constant c′ at 300 GPa and 5000 K
is negative (–200 GPa) and also that the phonon
branches along the [110] and [111] directions
are unstable (fig. S3). As a matter of fact, these
results are very similar to those obtained for
pure bcc Fe (c′ = –220 GPa at 300 GPa and
5000 K). The phonon spectra for pure bcc Fe
and Fe0.9Ni0.1 alloy are also similar (fig. S3).
Nevertheless, previous theoretical studies (6, 7)
demonstrate that at high temperature, the bcc
phase is stabilized by the entropic effects because of anharmonic lattice vibrations. Our calculations clearly show that moderate Ni content
(10 to 15%) has a minor effect on the dynamical

properties of Fe-Ni alloys, and therefore they
must also be stabilized dynamically by the
entropic effects, similar to pure Fe. We estimated the impact of Ni on the thermodynamic
stability of Fe by calculating (25) the energetic
effect of the Ni substitution into bcc and hcp Fe
at the experimental pressures and at Earth’s core
pressures. Our first-principles results (fig. S4)
show that Ni stabilizes the disordered bcc phase
relative to the hcp phase, and the effect of the
bcc stabilization clearly increases with increasing Ni concentration and pressure.
The bcc phase of the Fe-Ni alloy experimentally observed in this work (Fig. 1) appears
at a pressure of 225 GPa and temperature of
3400 K, which is close to but somewhat lower
than the bcc stabilization temperature at this
pressure predicted for pure Fe by molecular
dynamics simulations (6). This is in agreement
with the higher stability of bcc Fe-Ni alloys
obtained in our study. Most important is that
according to our ab initio calculations, the effect
of stabilization of the bcc phase of Fe relative to
the hcp phase by alloying with Ni increases with
pressure and Ni content. Thus, our theoretical
results, in combination with earlier studies (6, 7),
strongly suggest that the bcc phase of the Fe-Ni

Fig. 3. Examples of the full-profile treated diffraction patterns collected
at (A) 194 (±10) GPa and 2900 (±100) K, (B) 225 (±10) GPa and 3400
(±100) K, and (C) 198 (±10) GPa and 2900 (±100) K. The inset in (B)
shows part of the two-dimensional image (Mw, Mg0.87Fe0.13O; hcp, hcp
Fe0.9Ni0.1; bcc, bcc Fe0.9Ni0.1). a.u., arbitrary units.
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alloy with geophysically relevant Ni concentrations (10 to 15%) should be more stable than
the hcp phase, not only at the experimental
conditions of this work but also at Earth’s core
conditions.
The experimentally determined lattice parameter of the bcc Fe0.9Ni0.1 phase at 225 (±10)
GPa and 3400 (±100) K is 2.4884 (±2) Å, which
corresponds to a molar volume of 4.64 cm3/mol
and a density of 12.12 g/cm3. Under the same
conditions, hcp Fe has about 2% higher density
(5). The absolute values of the pressure and
changes of density depend on the pressure scale
adopted and the hcp Fe TEoS (25). If we apply
the pressure scale and the hcp Fe TEoS proposed
by Dewaele et al. (28), the pressure in our
experiments could be estimated as 195 GPa. This
means that in the absence of accurate and selfconsistent TEoSs for phases of Fe and Fe-Ni
alloys at multimegabar pressure ranges and
high temperatures, discussions of the influence
of the changes of density produced by the hcpto-bcc transition of Fe0.9Ni0.1 on the density of
Earth’s inner core are too preliminary. However,
it is clear even at this point that bcc Fe0.9Ni0.1 is
less dense than pure hcp Fe, and the budget of
the light elements in the inner core could be
reduced because of this phase transition. If
conservative estimates are made (1, 5), matching
of Earth’s inner core density to the preliminary
reference Earth model (PREM) does not require
any light elements, but at the other extreme [lowtemperature (~5200 K) estimates at inner/outer
core boundary and pure Fe compressibility described by Dewaele et al. (28)] the density excess
is still about 5%.

The synthesis of bcc Fe0.9Ni0.1 at pressures
above 230 GPa and temperatures above 3400 K
could have implications for understanding the
properties and dynamics not only of Earth’s
solid inner core but of the liquid outer core as
well. Changes in the structure of liquids above
subsolidus phase boundaries are well known. If
changes from “close-packed–like” to “bcc-like”
structures occur in molten Fe-Ni alloy at pressures above 200 GPa, this may affect the density
and rheology of Earth’s outer core as well as the
partitioning of light elements between differently structured parts of the molten core.
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Low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy was used to selectively break the N-H bond of a
methylaminocarbyne (CNHCH3) molecule on a Pt(111) surface at 4.7 kelvin, leaving the C-H bonds
intact, to form an adsorbed methylisocyanide molecule (CNCH3). The methylisocyanide product
was identified through comparison of its vibrational spectrum with that of directly adsorbed
methylisocyanide as measured with inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy. The CNHCH3 could
be regenerated in situ by exposure to hydrogen at room temperature. The combination of
tip-induced dehydrogenation with thermodynamically driven hydrogenation allows a completely
reversible chemical cycle to be established at the single-molecule level in this system. By tailoring
the pulse conditions, irreversible dissociation entailing cleavage of both the C-H and N-H bonds
can also be demonstrated.
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(2, 3, 9). We show here that we can selectively
break the N-H bond of a single methylaminocarbyne (CNHCH3, or CNHMe) molecule,
without disturbing the C-H bonds, to produce
methylisocyanide (CNCH3, or CNMe), and we
also can restore the N-H bond at will through an
ordinary catalytic hydrogenation reaction. The
combination of tip-induced chemistry with
surface catalysis thus allows us to produce a
repeatable chemical cycle at the single-molecule
level.
An earlier study of CNMe on a Pt(111)
surface (10) was motivated by a desire to determine whether the well-known modes of bonding of CO to Pt(111) (11) could be extended to a
molecule with the isocyanide (-NC) functionality,
which is isoelectronic with CO. In the case of
CO, the molecule occupies an on-top site at low
surface coverages, but at higher coverages oc-
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